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Passengers waited for a Red Line train at the Park Street Station.

Nearly 30% of T employees earned $100,000
or more

By Matt Rocheleau and Todd Wallack

GLOBE STAFF  JANUARY 27, 2016

Nearly three in every 10 MBTA employees made $100,000 or more during 2015, according to new
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figures provided by the agency.

A total of 1,884, or about 29.2 percent of the 6,451 T workers who were employed by the agency as of

Dec. 31 made more than $100,000 during 2015.

In addition to regular pay, many MBTA employees

collected significant overtime pay. Many also received back

pay, or retroactive pay raises.

The T released figures last month showing that, as of early

December, 1,551 T employees, or about 23.9 percent, of the

6,482 workers employed by the agency at that time, had

made more than $100,000. The new figures reflect another

month of pay.

The T’s employee pay data for all of 2015 also shows that the highest-paid employee — a maintenance

worker — made an additional $12,295 over the last month, bumping his total compensation for the

year up to $327,636. That worker’s typical annual pay is $84,822, but overtime and back pay drove

up his yearly take.

He was one of two employees who made more than $300,000 last year. The other was another

maintenance worker who made $319,902.88, far above his typical annual rate of $109,824.

MBTA officials said the agency had taken steps to reduce its spending on employee overtime,

including by rolling out new attendance policies on Jan. 1.

Those policies are aimed at reducing high rates of worker

absenteeism. Agency officials said absenteeism drove up

costs because workers were scheduled to work overtime

hours to cover for their absent colleagues. Absences also

cost the T potential revenue and caused riders

inconvenience as absent operators led to dropped trips.

“Two of our critical priorities here are reducing
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absenteeism and overtime,” T chief administrator Brian

Shortsleeve said Tuesday. “We’re about three weeks into the year, but it appears our new policy is

having its desired impact. The trends are positive so far.”

During the first half of January last year, the agency spent about $145,000 per day on average to

cover employee overtime, data provided by the T shows. This year, it has spent about $112,000 per

day during about the same stretch, a decrease of about 23 percent.

Shortsleeve said the goal is to average $100,000 per day in overtime spending, which would allow the

T to hit its overtime budget target for the year.

The agency has also seen a decline in unscheduled absences for most types of workers so far, data

shows.

Shortsleeve said the T is continuing an audit of last year’s employee pay figures and is reviewing all

policies to see if other steps can be taken to bring costs down. He said the findings from that work

should be released in the coming weeks.

The agency also expects to look for overtime-related savings by seeking changes to contracts it has

with its unionized employees once the deals are up for renegotiation. Shortsleeve said there are about

30 unions and most of the contracts expire around the spring of 2018.

There is “a set of challenges that exist within our collective bargaining agreement,” he said. “There’s a

set of policies that, in the next round of negotiations, would help us to reduce overtime.”

James O’Brien, president of the Boston Carmen’s Union, which is the T’s largest labor union, said

that employees are forced to work overtime because the agency is not properly staffed.

“The way to solve this is to hire more people. That will solve [high] overtime,” spending, he said. “If

they staffed the place fully, they could reduce overtime. If they want to run it on a skeleton crew,

they’re going to have to pay overtime.”

O’Brien said that workers who put in extra hours at the request of their managers should not be

blamed. He said overtime hours are controlled by MBTA managers.

“This is a management issue,” he said. “The MBTA assigns overtime. They set the schedules, the

http://www.mbta.com/uploadedfiles/About_the_T/Board_Meetings/OvertimeAbsenteeismDroppedTripsUpdate01252016.pdf
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staffing levels, and assign overtime.”

“When is the MBTA management going to be held accountable?” he added. “I’m tired of my

employees being scapegoated.”

Another factor that both T and union officials have said drove up overtime spending in 2015 was the

increased need for workers to deal with last winter’s record-breaking snowfall.

During 2015, members of four unions also received retroactive wages for three to five years, including

promised raises and awards from contract disputes.

Overall, said Shortsleeve, the T official, the message is: “We expect we will have less people at those

pay levels in 2016 than we did in 2015.”

MBTA employees who made more than $100,000 during 2015

In addition to regular pay, many MBTA employees collected significant overtime pay in 2015. Many were also owed back pay, or retroactive pay raises. All told, 29.2
percent of T workers earned more than $100,000 in 2015.
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Perry Yee Foreperson,Wireperson $319,902.88 $109,824.00 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Michael Lane Motorperson,Streetcar $285,768.77 $73,507.20 LRail Transp Green Reservoir

John Keady Insp,Misc Elec Equipment $284,417.87 $113,027.20 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Sean Carney Engineer $267,880.09 $99,798.40 PSM Transmission&Distribution

Harry Lee Foreperson,Wireperson $267,243.53 $109,824.00 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Christopher Levesque Foreperson,Painter $261,829.84 $94,952.00 TFM Bldg & Station Maintenance

Michael Bernardinelli Foreperson,Machinist $258,177.55 $92,830.40 TFM Mechanical Maintenance

Thomas McHale Foreperson,Crhse-Rvrside $257,541.37 $93,350.40 Rail Maint OrangeWellington

Richard Rachels Foreperson,Repair $249,586.80 $90,355.20 Rail Maint Red Cabot

James Driscoll Foreperson,Wireperson $243,679.02 $109,824.00 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Stephen Mitchell Foreperson,Wireperson $241,599.70 $109,824.00 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Steven Sullivan Foreperson,Plumber $238,965.93 $97,032.00 TFM Mechanical Maintenance

Heath Dolloff Insp,Sig & Interlocking $238,807.14 $113,027.20 SCM Signals

Daniel  Ball Foreperson,Crhse-Rvrside $236,127.43 $93,350.40 Rail Maint Blue Orient Hghts

Ricardo Paul Foreperson,Wireperson $235,943.74 $109,824.00 PSM Electrical Maintenance

Francis Donoghue Engineer $235,712.32 $99,798.40 PSM Power Systems & Equipment

Paul Noonan Engineer $234,899.85 $99,798.40 MOW Rapid Transit Lines

Steven Ayles Insp,Sig & Interlocking $229,790.51 $113,027.20 SCM Signals

Joseph Gushue Engineer $229,345.04 $99,798.40 MOW Rapid Transit Lines

Michael Rivera Insp,Sig & Interlocking $223,067.06 $113,027.20 SCM Signals

Gary Donaghey Engineer $220,945.15 $99,798.40 MOW Rapid Transit Lines

Charles Rooney Engineer $220,413.23 $99,798.40 MOW Rapid Transit Lines

Qui Lai Foreperson,Repair $218,301.20 $90,355.20 Rail Maint Green Riverside
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Darren Keith Sergeant $216,997.52 $89,479.52 Police

Duc Nguyen Engineer $215,923.19 $94,806.40 TFM Mechanical Maintenance

Jana Bartos Foreperson,Repair $211,941.70 $90,355.20 Rail Maint Blue Orient Hghts

Michael Gillenwater Foreperson,Crhse-Rvrside $206,265.71 $93,350.40 Rail Maint Green Riverside

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe-.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele Todd

Wallack can be reached at twallack@globe-.com. Follow him on Twitter @twallack.
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